A u c k l a n d L a n e
Measurement Form
Name _________________________________________
E-mail _________________________________________
Phone# _______________________________________

Upload your completed form through our contact
page.
ALL MEASUREMENTS IN CENTIMETERS PLEASE

1. BUST: measure across your back, under your arms
and around the fullest part of your bust (usually
across the nipples).

2. OVERARM: measure in the same position as the
bust, but this time go around the outside of both
arms.

5. HIPS: measure the widest part of your body
around your bottom or the top of thighs, whichever is
fuller.

6. ACROSS FRONT: measure across the front of your
chest from midway down the armhole from one side
to the other.

3. UNDER BUST: measure around your rib cage,
directly below the bust.

4. WAIST: measure around your waist (usually about
belly-button level). You may find it helpful to use a
narrow belt or cord to define the waist for future
body length measurements.

7. BACK LENGTH: m
 easure from the base of your
neck (where the bone protrudes at the top of your
spine) straight down the spine to your waist or
desired length of garment.

8. ACROSS BACK: measure across your back from
where the arm meets the body to the same spot on
the other side.

12. ARMHOLE: measure from the bone at the top of

your shoulder, down the front of your body, under
your arm and back up to the top of your shoulder.
9. FRONT WAIST LENGTH: measure from shoulder
at base of neck to your waist, passing over the bust
point.

10. SHOULDER TO BUST POINT: Measure from
shoulder at the base of the neck to nipple.

Additional sleeve measurements
14. SLEEVE LENGTH: With your arm slightly bent,
measure from the bone at the top of your shoulder
,along the outside of your arm, to the required sleeve
length.

10. SHOULDER LENGTH: m
 easure from the base of
your neck to the bone at the top of your shoulder.

15. BICEP: measure around the widest part of your
upper arm with the muscle relaxed.

16. WRIST: measure around your wrist.

Additional pant measurements
17. PANT WAIST:measure at the level you intend to
wear the pants. Mark it with a tape or belt to define it
for other measurements.

13. NECK: measure around the base of your neck.

18. UPPER THIGH: measure
around the thickest part of
your thigh.

19. CALF: measure around the thickest part of your
calf.

23. CROTCH: measure from the PANT waist, between
your legs and up to the front PANT waist.

20.ANKLE: measure around your leg at the point you
want the pants to finish.

21. INSEAM: measure from the top
of your inner thigh to the desired
pant length.

24. FRONT RISE: measure from the middle of your
crotch seam (right between your legs) to your PANT
waist.

25. BACK RISE: measure from the middle of your
crotch seam (right between your legs) to your PANT
waist.

22. OUTER SEAM: measure from your PANT waist,
down the outside of your leg, to the desired pant
length.

Classic straight, slightly wide, faintly bootcut pants should
be ½” off the floor in the shoes you’ll be wearing. There’s
usually a bit of a “break” (when the drape has a bend near
the hem). When wearing pumps, only the front of your
shoe should be showing.
Extreme flares look best with a longer length with your
shoe almost hidden and the back of the pants should be
¼” off the floor. This length will keep them from dragging
but will give a modern, clean look.
Skinnies should end at the top of the ankle, but if they
gather or pool a bit it’s okay. Also because they are to be
shorter, they can work equally well with heels and flats.
Since straight length pants won’t always fit over shoes
and don’t “break” well when longer, they can be shorter
than other styles. Near the bottom of the ankle, before
your foot starts is a good point for the hem.

26. HIP CURVE: Sit on a hard chair. Measure the
distance from your desired waistline to the seat of
your chair, passing over the curve of your hip.

Additional skirt measurements
26. ADJUSTED HIPS: hold a ruler flat against your
stomach and measure around the fullest part of your
body at hip level, including the ruler (this allows for
your stomach). Try to keep the ruler vertical to the
floor.

27. WAIST TO HEM LENGTH: m
 easure from your
waist to the required hem length without shoes
(enter heel height in the next box).

28. HEEL HEIGHT: measure the middle of the heel
from where it meets the shoe to the floor.

